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An iterative algorithm is developed for the computation of aeroacoustic integrals in the time
domain. It is specially designed for the generation of acoustic images, thus giving access to the
wavefront pattern radiated by an unsteady flow when large size source fields are considered. It is
based on an iterative selection of source-observer pairs involved in the radiation process at a given
time-step. It is written as an advanced-time approach, allowing easy connection with flow
simulation tools. Its efficiency is related to the fraction of an observer grid step that a sound-wave
covers during one time step. Test computations were performed, showing the CPU-time to be 30 to
50 times smaller than with a classical non-iterative procedure. The algorithm is applied to compute
the sound radiated by a spatially evolving mixing-layer flow: it is used to compute and visualize
contributions to the acoustic field from the different terms obtained by a decomposition of the
Lighthill source term. © 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3466986�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computation of flow-generated noise has been the
subject of a large number of studies1,2 over the past 20 years,
whose objective has been the reliable prediction of sound
and the provision of insight regarding sound-production
mechanisms. The direct acoustic computation by means of
Direct Numerical Simulations �DNS� or Large Eddy Simula-
tions �LES� has been pursued by a number of authors �see for
instance3–5 for the computation of jet noise�. Direct noise
computation requires high order schemes in order to capture
the broad range of time and length scales associated with the
physics of aerodynamically-generated sound, and specific
boundary treatment in order to deal with the radiation of
sound waves. The high cost of such numerical tools is lim-
iting, and flow-generated acoustic fields are often predicted
via a hybrid approach, using acoustic analogies6,7 or wave
extrapolation methods.8,9

In these approaches, the governing equations are rear-
ranged in the form of an inhomogeneous wave equation
where the right-hand side is interpreted as a source term.
Such procedures allow the acoustic emission of unsteady
flows to be obtained in two stages: first, the flow is simu-
lated, computational effort is dedicated to correctly capturing
the flow scales, giving access to source quantities �or to
acoustic quantities on the control surface in the case of a
wave extrapolation methods�; then, these quantities are
propagated into the acoustic field, attention now being fo-
cused on correctly capturing the dynamics of the acoustic
waves. Thanks to such source modeling and propagation, we
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have access to the noise generated by flows simulated using
Computational Fluid Dynamics �CFD� methods which are
not necessarily designed to simulate �e.g., the incompressible
computations� or propagate �e.g., highly dissipative schemes�
acoustic waves. Finally, if source quantities can be stored,
the acoustic computation becomes a post-treatment problem,
and so it can be tested and optimized, independent of the
flow computation. Also, the same acoustic tool can be ap-
plied to source data from different CFD tools.

In addition to their usefulness for noise prediction,
acoustic analogies offer a theoretical interest for the investi-
gation of the aerodynamic noise mechanisms, providing a
description of how acoustic waves can be excited by the
aerodynamic fluctuations. Using the source term expression,
source regions can be identified in the flow, as done by
Freund5 with Lighthill’s analogy. Similar attempts to under-
stand sound production by means of acoustic analogies have
also been made recently by Bodony and Lele10 who evalu-
ated internal competition between the constitutive compo-
nents of the total Lighthill source term �in particular cancel-
lations between the momentum and entropic terms were
identified�. For another example, the question of the physics
of flow-induced cylinder noise has been addressed by Gloer-
felt et al.11 through an exploitation of Curle’s formalism.12

In the present paper, the numerical implementation of a
retarded-potential integral is addressed in the time-domain,
with application to the analysis of sound production by free
shear-flows. An optimized method is provided for the com-
putation of the acoustic quantity on an observer grid in order
to construct the acoustic field. An originality of the approach
is the use of an iterative algorithm to determine the observer
points to which source points radiate. This procedure is faster

than a search procedure based on test condition scanning of
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all the source-observer pairs. Only fixed source domains are
considered, however moving domains may be treated using
the technique presented hereafter. This optimization allows
us to extend the application of the analysis methodology pre-
sented previously by Cabana et al.13—which requires the
computation of the acoustic contribution from various sub-
components of the total Lighthill source—to flows involving
large volumetric source-domains.

The paper is organized as follows: current issues associ-
ated with the construction of the acoustic field are described
before the optimized algorithm is introduced. Then results of
test simulations of the efficiency are presented, and an esti-
mation is provided for the computational cost reduction
which can be achieved. Finally, an application of the algo-
rithm is presented through an analysis of the noise generated
by a spatially evolving mixing layer flow.

II. IMPLEMENTING AEROACOUSTIC INTEGRALS:
CURRENT ISSUES

For an observer position x and at time ta, the integral
solution to an acoustic-analogy problem can be written, con-
sidering a source quantity S to be integrated over a source
domain D, as

pa�x,ta� = �
D

S�y,ta −
�x − y�

c0
� dy

�x − y�
, �1�

where c0 is the ambient sound speed and y is the source
point. This is known as the retarded potential integral, since,
unless the source is compact, the difference in propagation
distance between two source points implies that their respec-
tive contributions must be collected at different emission
times in order that they reach the observer point at the same
time.

Formally, it can be viewed as the integral to be handled
at computing, e.g., the solution of Lighthill’s14 or Howe’s15

equations in free-field, the volumic or surfacic terms appear-
ing in Curle’s analogy12 or the general form provided by
Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings,16 or wave extrapolations.

Such integration must be carried out carefully, because
the source quantity is only known at discrete points and
times; it is therefore necessary to interpolate the source field
to obtain the values at the exact position and time imposed
by the retarded potential integral. This issue, which is even
more critical when moving sources are considered, has been
addressed by Brentner.17 Subsequent contributions have pro-
vided useful improvements, see for example Prieur and
Rahier.18 Note that implementations of the acoustic analogy
in the frequency domain �solving the inhomogeneous Helm-
holtz equation� alleviate the need for solving the retarded
time equation, interferences between different source points
being taken into account through the phase contained in the
Fourier transform of the source terms and Green’s function.
The drawback is that on-the-fly acoustic predictions are not
possible then, so that complete time series of flow data must
be stored and interrogated afterwards.

In the present paper, we address the case in which the
acoustic quantity must be computed at several observer

points in order to build acoustic fields or instantaneous im-
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ages, or short movies if needed. This procedure allows us to
study the entire acoustic field generated by an unsteady flow,
rather than simply computing the acoustic signal at a given
observer point. An optimized method is presented which pre-
cludes the need to store all of the distances �x−y� during
computation. Such storage can be computationally expensive
since such a set will be 4-dimensional for an acoustic field
issuing from a two-dimensional �2D� source �which can ei-
ther be a surface source in a 3D problem or a volume source
in a 3D problem�, and even 5D for an acoustic field from a
3D source.

In the following, it is assumed that Nts datafiles of the
source term S can be computed and sampled at �ts.

A. Basic integration method

The most straightforward procedure for computing the
acoustic field at fixed observer time and position involves
summing the contributions of the Nys fixed source elements
by a loop

pa�x,ta� = 	
j

Nys

S�y j,ta −
�x − yj�

c0
� �Vyj

�x − yj�
, �2�

where �Vyj
is the elementary volume attached to the jth

source element located at yj. At each iteration, the value of
the source term S at yj has to be read from files of index k
and k+1 given by

k�ts � ta −
�x − yj�

c0
� �k + 1��ts �3�

in order to perform an interpolation at the retarded time. That
reception time procedure is sketched in algorithm 1. It leads
to 2Nys In/Out operations, for each observer time and posi-
tion at which the acoustic field is computed. This can be very
expensive. If there are Nxo points and Nto times in the acous-
tic domain, that is if acoustic fields at several discrete times
are to be built, one have to insert the loop on j inside loops
on i and l in the following discrete equation:

pa�xi,ta
l � =

1

4�
	

j

Nys

S�y j,ta
l −

�xi − yj�
c0

� �Vyj

�xi − yj�
, �4�

where i and l are the observer point and time index, respec-
tively.

Algorithm 1. Sketch of a reception time algorithm �instruc-
tions 1 and 9 are optional�.
1: for all observer times �fix ta

l � do
2: for all observer points �fix xi� do
3: for all source points �fix yj� do
4: k= l−int�rij /c0�ts�−1
5: load S�k�, S�k+1�
6: interpolate, add to pa�xi , ta

l �
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

An interesting procedure, presented by Casalino19 and
Kessler and Wagner,20 suggests looping over datafiles, index

k, rather than over observer times, index l. As sketched in
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algorithm 2, let two successive datafields be read, saved at
k�ts and �k+1��ts. Inside this loop over k, a loop over the
source points yj is inserted. At the end of the latter, every
source contribution at a retarded time between k�ts and �k
+1��ts required to compute the acoustic field has been accu-
mulated in the integral. In other words, the set of 2 datafields
has radiated all its useful content, and the files can be closed
and will not need to be opened again. A sufficient condition
for this is that source and observer points be both fixed.

At a given step �k , j� in the loop over the datafields and
source points, the acoustic discrete time index l and the in-
terpolation time �k+���ts �with 0���1� are required in
order to radiate to the observer point xi; these are given by

l = k + 1 + int� rij

c0�ts
� ,

�5�

� = 1 − 
 rij

c0�ts
− int� rij

c0�ts
�� ,

where rij = �xi−yj�. It has been assumed that the acoustic time
is discretized in the same way as the source time so that ta

l

can be defined by l�ts.

Algorithm 2. Sketch of an emission time algorithm.
1: for all source times �fix k� do
2: load S�k�, S�k+1�
3: for all source points �fix yj� do
4: for all observer points �fix xi� do
5: l=k+1+int�rij /c0�ts�
6: interpolate, add to pa�xi , ta

l �
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

When rij is exactly a multiple of c0�ts, the interpolation
can be avoided ��=0�, and, using the kth source field contri-
bution, the observer time index l reduces to l= �k
+rij /c0�ts� while in practical numerical computing, this ex-
ception does not occur.

Such a procedure, which uses the emission time as ref-
erence is sometimes referred to as an advanced-time ap-
proach and it allows a single reading of the source data files.
A significant reduction of computational costs can be
achieved, though this reduction depends on the architecture
of the numerical code. Moreover, the advanced-time ap-
proach allows the acoustic computation to be run in parallel
with the source-flow simulation, source data-saving is thus
avoided. This is of great interest when volume sources are
considered, especially in 3D.

The two above algorithms correspond, respectively, to
the terminology used by Brentner17 for Retarded-Time Algo-
rithm and Source-Time Dominant Algorithm. However, the
cited reference provides three mathematical formulations of
the solution in the case of moving source and observer, while
the present paper deals with the implementation of spatial
and temporal loops in the frame of the solution �2� and for

fixed source and observer.
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B. Discussion on the required optimization

When numerous source and observer points are in-
volved, the triple loop on the source time index, the observer
location index and the source location index must be opti-
mized in order to prevent prohibitive computational cost. If
2D acoustic fields are required, of, say, �200�200� points
generated by about �200�200� points in a 2D source do-
main, this leads to 1,600 million distances rij. Such a large
quantity of points cannot reasonably be stored in an array
variable; the situation is clearly worse when a 3D volume
source is considered.

To compute the sum in Eq. �4�, one needs, for each
source field pair defined by k, for each source point defined
by j, for each observer point defined by i, to compute the
integer reception time step and the fractional emission time
step using �5�, to interpolate the source quantity at t= �k
+���ts and to accumulate the result in the integral. Since the
integer reception time step is deduced from the source time
index and the source-observer distance, the latter, if it cannot
be stored, must be computed again at each source step for all
source-observer pairs.

Moreover, every contribution reaching an observer be-
fore t=kmin�ts+rmax /c0 or after t=kmax�ts+rmin /c0 will lead
to an incomplete acoustic field, that is to say, there will exist
at least one observer point which lacks the contribution of at
least one source point. kmin and kmax stand for the indices of
the first and last available source fields respectively. rmin and
rmax stand for the minimum and maximum distances rij

among all �source-observer� pairs. Complete acoustic fields
are thus available over that length of time only, defined by

Tc = �kmax − kmin��ts −
rmax − rmin

c0
�6�

Every l�i , j ,k� giving a reception time outside of these
limits �see Eq. �5�� means that the corresponding kth contri-
bution of the jth source point to the integral at the ith observer
point deals with an incomplete acoustic field. Thus, the com-
putation of the source-observer distance and the reception
time index is a posteriori of limited use at this source step.
Furthermore, in practice, first and last known source fields
�kmin and kmax� are fixed by the user once the source flow is
converged, and most often, only pictures or short movies are
needed, so that Tc comes out significantly small with respect
to �kmax−kmin��ts. This trend depends on the relative shapes
of both the acoustic and observer domains, and on c0. Fi-
nally, Tc results from a compromise between how far the
acoustic domain stretches, how many source fields can be
generated, and on how long the computation can run. Con-
sequently, an important fraction of the Nts�Nxo�Nys com-
putations of the reception time index is useless.

In fact, some discrete values of the reception time index
should be fixed, corresponding to complete and desired
acoustic fields. Let one be chosen in particular. Then, for
each source field pair, the integral accumulation concerns
�source-observer� pairs verifying �5� only. Since the source
time index k is the increment, an optimization could consist
in sorting pairs by sets of the same int�rij /c0�ts�, and per-

forming the accumulation only for the adequate group at
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each k. It supposes such sets to be known, and stored, but the
situation considered here is when neither this storage, nor
that of any type of geometrical sorting operation involving
every �source-observer� pairs, are possible.

In this case, what is needed is a method to cover a set of
the similar values of int�rij /c0�ts� without knowing which
source-observer index pairs �i , j� make up this set. Such a
method is described in the following section; this is one of
the main contributions of the present paper.

III. A RING-GUIDED PROCEDURE

A. Principle

Let the reception time index l be fixed such that

kmin�ts + rmax/c0 � l�ts � kmax�ts + rmin/c0,

meaning that all the required source contributions for this
acoustic time are known. �If more than one acoustic field is
desired, the loop on l must be performed for each successive
source field pair k in order to respect the emission-time prin-
ciple of a unique source field reading.� For a fixed k, the
�source-observer� pairs involved in the accumulation process
are such that, see �5�

�l − �k + 1��c0�ts

r1

� rij � �l − k�c0�ts

r2

. �7�

Thus, if the source point j is also fixed, its contribution
radiates to observer points located within a circular strip, a
ring, centered on yj between the radii r1 and r2. It is possible
to cover this set of observer points without having the
source-observer distances stored: tracking a point in the vi-
cinity of the ring, running a procedure which is able to move
from an observer point to another staying in the vicinity of
the ring, and test the source-observer condition �7� distance
only at these observer points. This amounts to a recursive
marching. Thus, a loop over the observer points is avoided,
as sketched in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Sketch of a ring-guided emission time algo-
rithm �instructions 4 and 7 are optional�.
1: for all source times �fix k� do
2: load S�k�, S�k+1�
3: for all source points �fix yj� do
4: for all observer times �fix ta

l � do
5: find i :r1�rij �r2

6: interpolate, add to pa�xi , ta
l �

7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

In the case of a rectangular shaped acoustic domain with
a uniform grid, such a procedure can be implemented by
splitting the ring into 4 arcs with right angles from the main
directions. Then, e. g. for the top right arc, we begin directly
above the source point and outside the ring �limits�, we then
move down, testing the source-observer distance; once the
annular district is reached, we move right to the next ob-
server column and start again from outside. This marching is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The scheme assumes that �xo�c0�ts,

where �xo is the observer grid step, but such a rule can be
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relaxed by choosing a further horizontal line as the new start-
ing point of each step. It is worth noting that the observer
grid step has no influence on the precision of the computed
acoustic pressure, since there is no relation between the ob-
server points �through numerical schemes, for instance�.
However, the observer grid affects the global CPU-time and
the efficiency of the algorithm, and determines the resolution
of the output image.

The similarity with recursivity is strong, because the
source observer distance computation and its comparison to
the ring radii are performed only for observer points in the
ring and for some of their neighbor. From a general point of
view, the gain is achieved by guiding the search procedure
along a narrow strip instead of scanning a complete two-
dimensional area. Consequently, the problem lose one di-
mension and the CPU-time reduction is, in theory, of the
order of �Nxo.

B. Algorithm efficiency

In this section, the CPU-time reduction provided by the
ring-guided procedure is estimated through test simulations
in the configuration of Section IV. For all the test simula-
tions, the extent of the source and observer domains are
fixed. Their relative position and extent determine the acqui-
sition time of the source fields. So the length of the datafile
loop is fixed as well, Nts=755. The test simulations ran on a
Dual Core AMD Opteron Processor 280 at 2.4 GHz.

For the emission-time algorithm, see algorithm 2, one
has to compute all the source-observer distances at each time
step, and, for those corresponding to the current propagation
time, to perform the interpolation and integration operations.

FIG. 1. Principle of the ring-guided procedure. Case �xo=2c0�ts. For one
source time ��a� and �b�� and the following ��c� and �d��, at high emission
angle ��a� and �c�� a low emission angle ��b� and �d��. The procedure tracks
observer grid points located between the two full-line circles �bold crosses�
while minimizing the number of useless tested points �squares�. The dotted-
line circles correspond to other source times, and are plotted for visual aid.
The computation of the distance is far less demanding, but
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the latter is performed only on a ring in the observer domain
for each source point. Thus, finally, the CPU-time of this
algorithm scales with the number of source-observer pairs,
i.e., Nys�Nxo multiplied by the number of data times Nts.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2�a� for 5 combinations of the
source and observer grids. The resulting linear regression
function is

TSCAN � 3.4 10−10 � Nts � Nxo � Nys, �8�

where TSCAN is the CPU-time in minutes of a present simu-
lation using the scanning emission time algorithm sketched
in algorithm 2.

By avoiding numerous source-observer distance compu-
tations, the ring-guided algorithm, see algorithm 3, is much
less time-consuming than the scanning one, as can be seen in
Fig. 2�b�. For example, the ratio is 35 for the case Nys

=4.06 105 and Nxo=1.02 104, and the ratio is 50 for the
case Nys=4.06 105 and Nxo=2.04 104. The ring-guided al-
gorithm has also a different behavior with respect to the ob-
server grid, however it is still proportional to the number of
source points Nys. The relevant parameter concerning the
observer grid is the ratio between the observer space step and
the propagation distance during the source sampling time

FIG. 2. CPU-time of test simulations with respect to the number of source-
observer pairs, for different grid combination. �a� scanning emission-time
procedure; �b� ring-guided emission-time procedure �solid line from estima-
tion �9��.
step, i.e., �xo /c0�ts. It is linked to Nxo via the observer
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domain extent. The estimation of the cost associated with the
ring-guided procedure is detailed in the Appendix, and can
be written as

TRING � �1.02
�xo

c0�ts
+ 0.92� 10−9 � Nxo � Nys, �9�

where TRING is the CPU-time in minutes of the simulation
using the ring-guided emission time algorithm sketched in
algorithm 3. Unlike TSCAN, TRING does not depend explicitly
on Nts because it is determined by the total number of inte-
gration operations, which is always Nxo�Nys. However it
may depend on changes in �ts. The present estimations are
made for the generation of a single acoustic field image �i.e.,
at a single, given instant in time�.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE ANALYSIS OF THE SOUND
GENERATED BY A MIXING-LAYER

In this section, the procedure presented before for com-
puting retarded-time integrals is applied to the analysis of
sound radiated by a free shear flow. As a first application, we
are interested here in the computation of the sound-field gen-
erated by vortex pairing in a two-dimensional mixing layer
flow. This simple flow configuration was already used by
previous authors21–23 as a test case for studying sound pro-
duction mechanisms in free shear flows. Our analysis meth-
odology, based on a decomposition of the Lighthill source
term, is first presented. Then a direct numerical simulation
�DNS� of a 2D spatial mixing layer is performed, which
provides source data for the acoustic computation. Finally, an
analysis of the acoustic field radiated by the mixing layer is
carried out, based on a comparison of the contributions from
the source terms which appear in the decomposition.

A. Decomposition of the Lighthill source term

Cabana et al.13 proposed a methodology, based on Light-
hill’s acoustic-analogy, aimed at providing physical insight
regarding the mechanisms by which unsteady shear-flows
generate sound. As Lighthill’s source term comprises many
physical effects which are not directly associated with sound
production, the decomposition is proposed as a means of
assessing the role played by the various pieces of the source
term. The methodology, which allows us to ‘look’ inside the
Lighthill source term in order to assess its content, is based
on the following decomposition.

The classical expression of the Lighthill source term is
considered, S� ·� · �	uu�, once entropic and viscous con-
tributions have been neglected. This source term expression
has been rewritten13 with the velocity u, vorticity �, dilata-

tion 
=� ·u and density 	 fields appearing explicitly
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� · � · ��uu� = �u � �

1

+ ��2

2

+ 2�u � �

3

+ ��u2/2
4

+ �� � u2/2
5

+ � � · � ∧ u

68

+ �� · � ∧ u

7

+ u · �����u
9

+ u � ��:�u
10

. �10�

In the present paper, the new subterm 68 is used to avoid
redundancy in individual terms 6 and 8

� � · � ∧ u

68

= �u · � ∧ �

6

− �� · �

8

. �11�

Terms 1, 2 and 3 contain the dilatation and can be asso-
ciated with acoustic phenomena. Terms 4 and 5 involve the
kinetic energy, while terms 68 and 7 contain the Lamb vec-
tor, which are quantities identified in the theory of “vortex-
sound” by Howe15 and Powell.24 Terms 9 and 10 are not easy
to interpret. All terms, except 4 and 68, contains density
fluctuations, through the density gradient or the dilatation,
therefore they should vanish in simulation involving incom-
pressible flow assumption. Source data issued from incom-
pressible simulations are commonly used25,26 in acoustic-
analogy predictions, with reasonable success. So the
“incompressible” terms 4 and 68 are expected to contain the
main part of the sound production, and can be referred to as
“driving terms.” However their field may not be the same
between the incompressible and compressible cases, because
they contain the density field and, furthermore, because the
velocity field does also contain compressible effects.

B. Flow computation

The compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved23

in a computational domain which includes both aerodynamic
and acoustic fields of the flow. Such a calculation allows a
direct computation of the sound production by the flow, and
it allows us to obtain a large database of instantaneous flow
quantities, which we can use for the evaluation of the
acoustic-analogy source term. The direct computation of
sound provides a reference solution for comparisons with
results obtained from the acoustic analogy. A characteristic-
based formulation23,27 is used here, in order to facilitate the
treatment of boundary conditions. Central sixth-order com-
pact finite differences28 are used to compute spatial deriva-
tives, while time marching is performed by a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta scheme.

The code is used to simulate the spatially evolving
mixing-layer flow at Re=���U /�=400, where �� is the ini-
tial vorticity thickness and �U= �Uh−Ul�. The subscripts l
and h refer to low and high speed flow, respectively. The
initial mean streamwise velocity is given by a hyperbolic-
tangent profile, and a small amplitude, incompressible distur-
bance field is added at the inflow boundary to initiate the
transition process. The mixing layer is forced at its most
unstable frequencies predicted by the linear theory,29 in order
to control the roll-up and vortex pairing process. A sponge
zone is added to dissipate aerodynamic fluctuations before

they reach the outflow boundary and to avoid any spurious
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reflection �see Ref. 23 for more details�. The size of the
computational domain is Ly1=800�Ly2=800 which in-
cludes a large part of the acoustic field, and the grid reso-
lution is Ny1=2071�Ny2=785 with a stretched repartition
in both directions. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the stream-
wise and transverse directions respectively.

Snapshots of pressure, density, dilatation, vorticity are
presented in Fig. 3, in the middle region of the computational
domain. After the rolling up of the shear layer, vortex pairing
occurs at a fixed position y1200�w and period Tp

=80�w /c0. The vortex signature in the dilatation field is a
quadrupolar pattern. Density and pressure fields exhibit simi-
lar patterns, with successive low/high pressures at corre-
sponding locations of high/low vorticity. The spatial evolu-
tion of the complete Lighthill source term �see last picture in
Fig. 3� looks very similar to the vorticity field.

In order to quantify the competition between the sub-
terms given by �10�, a source term amplitude is defined as
follows:

Sn =
max�Tn� − min�Tn�

max�TLighthill� − min�TLighthill�
, �12�

where Tn is the nth source term, and min, max are the field
extrema taken over the domain �y1 /��= �100;300��
� �y2 /��= �−15;+15��. The corresponding amplitudes are
shown in Fig. 4. The “driving terms” �	�u2 /2 and
	� ·�∧u� dominate the others by two orders of magnitude.
However, they may interfere destructively since, once com-
bined, they have the same level as the the full Lighthill
source term. Having said this, their sum is still 5 times
greater than amplitude of term 9 �i.e., u · ���	�u� and about
60 times greater than that of term 1 �	u�
�, term 5
��	�u2 /2�, term 7 ��	 ·�∧u� and term 10 �u � �	 :�u�,
while S2 and S3 �associated with 	
2 and 2
u�	 respec-

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the fluctuating pressure, density, dilatation, vorticity
and Lighthill’s source term �from top to bottom�. The high speed flow M
=0.5 is on top.
tively� seem negligible.
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C. Acoustic computation

From the simulation of the mixing layer flow, about 53
source fields are stored by pairing period during about 16Tp.
These large amount of data are necessary to provide a good
precision of the retarded-time interpolation process and to
perform the integration over the large source under consid-
eration. The obtained database is the input of the following
free-field solution of the Lighthill equation:

pan
�x,t� =

1

4�
�

D
Tn�y,ta −

r

c0
�dy

r
, �13�

where r= �x−y�. This solution is based on a free field Green’s
function for a uniform and quiescent medium. However, phe-
nomena such as convection of acoustic waves or refraction
by the shear flow are expected to be significant in the
mixing-layer flow under consideration. As illustrated by Bo-
gey et al.,30 such convective effects can be taken into ac-
count through the integration of the Lighthill source quantity
over a domain that contains the acoustic motion and the ob-
server, provided that the source quantity is computed through
a compressible simulation. According to this, the source do-
main D used in present approach is the whole computational
domain Ly1�Ly2 of the compressible simulation, in order to
take into account the convective effects, which are included
in the Lighthill source term.

The acoustic field is estimated on the same domain, on a
square grid with �x0=5.33, which corresponds to 15 points
per wavelength for the propagation at c0 of a period Tp.
Because the observer is included here in the source region,
attention must be paid to the possible singularity of 1 /r. Here
it is treated by removing a very small region close to the
observer position from the source integration, as in other
work.31 Such a configuration contains Nys1.6�106 source
points, Nx02.3�104 observer points, and Nts755 data
files. So the estimated CPU-time using the scanning algo-
rithm would be 6.5 days to build one acoustic full-field im-
age of one source term. Since 9 source terms are considered,
this requests to upgrade to the ring-guided algorithm. We
have �x0 / �c0�ts�3.5, leading to TRING180 min by sub-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Respective amplitudes �black boxes� and acoustic
powers �gray boxes� of the subterms of Eq. �10�, in the source domain. The
value 100=1 corresponds to the full Lighthill source term.
term, given by Eq. �9�.
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The interpolation procedure at ta= �k+���ts uses a Her-
mite method, the time derivative of the source term being
also stored from the flow computation. As the truncation of
the source field can lead to an erroneous acoustic
computation,32 a polynomial weighting is applied at the
boundaries of the source domain.

As it can be seen in Fig. 5�a�, the acoustic waves are
generated in the pairing region, and the emission is mainly
directed at 60 degrees from the flow axis in both sides of the
flow. Radiation patterns provided by the acoustic analogy are
in good qualitative agreement with the directly computed
acoustic field, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. A deviation in the wave-
front pattern is mainly visible at 80 degrees above and under
the flow axis. As the use of the 3D Green function instead of
the 2D function involves differences in both amplitudes and
phases, a quantitative agreement cannot be expected here.
Indeed, the wave amplitude decreases with 1 /r for a 3D
propagation, while the 2D Green function decreases with
1 /�r in the far-field. Radial profile of the acoustic pressure
obtained from the analogy prediction and curves fitted with
1 /r and 1 /�r are provided in Fig. 6. The results from the

FIG. 5. Fluctuating pressure fields for a Re=400 mixing layer. �a� direct
computation �reference solution�; �b� result from Lighthill’s analogy.
analogy prediction follow well the 1 /r decay, as expected.
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This is an intrinsic limitation of the present analogy compu-
tation. In spite of this, meaningful information about the con-
tent of the Lighthill source term can be obtained through the
comparison of the emission pattern radiated by the subterms
of the decomposition �10� with respect to the resulting acous-
tic field.

D. Contributions of subterms to the sound field

In this section, we assess the radiation field computed
using each of the subterms individually. While it is clear that
it would not be physically meaningful to consider any of
these sound fields alone, consideration of their contribution
to the overall sound field can help shed light on their impor-
tance and physical meaning.

First, the acoustic power Wn radiated by the nth source
term given by �10� is estimated as the mean acoustic inten-
sity vector flux

Wn =

�

�

0

Tp pan

2 �x,t�

	0c0
dtd�x

�

�

0

Tp paLighthill

2 �x,t�

	0c0
dtd�x

, �14�

where  is the circle of radius 300�� centered on �x1 ,x2�
= �310�� ,0�. This acoustic quantity is reported in Fig. 4. We
observe that the dominant contributions are the “driving
terms.” But the contributions of term 1 �	u�
�, term 7
��	 ·�∧u�, term 9 �u · ���	�u� and term 10 �u � �	 :�u�
seems also play a role in the overall acoustic field. The re-
maining terms have almost no contribution to the total emis-
sion.

As a departure point, we observe in Fig. 7�a� that the
sound field resulting from the “driving terms” has no like-
ness with the acoustic field of the complete Lighthill source
term which does not radiate downstream. The distinctive di-
rectional lobes, in particular, are not captured. The radiation
pattern of the term 7 ��	 ·�∧u, not shown� is overall similar
to the radiation of the “driving terms,” but with a phase shift.
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FIG. 6. Radial profile of acoustic pressure obtained from the acoustic anal-
ogy �symbols�, source position xs=230��, solid and dashed lines represent
1 /r and 1 /�r decay respectively.
Consequently, as it can be seen in Fig. 7�b�, that radiation
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along the flow axis is almost cancelled when the acoustic
patterns produced by each terms 4, 68 and 7 �	�u2 /2,
	� ·�∧u and �	 ·�∧u respectively� are combined.

We note however that the complete form of the distinct
directive lobes are not fully reproduced, even if the contri-
bution of the subterm 5 ��	�u2 /2� is added �see Fig. 7�c��
to the radiated field. This is an interesting result because it is
specific to the spatially evolving mixing layer. In the tempo-
rally evolving mixing layer, Cabana et al.13 found that the
total emission is recovered by the “driving terms” �4+68,
i.e., 	�u2 /2+	� ·�∧u� combined with their compressible
counterparts �5+7, i.e., �	�u2 /2+�	 ·�∧u�. In the spa-
tially evolving mixing layer, if only the contributions of the
same subterms are taken into account, some part of the total
acoustic field is not captured. Additional terms are required
to reproduce the correct radiation. Consequently attention is
now turned to the remaining subterms.

Figures 7�d� and 7�e� show the acoustic field computed
using term 1 �	u�
�, and using the sum of terms 1+4+5
+68+7 �i.e., 	u�
+	�u2 /2+�	�u2 /2+	� ·�∧u
+�	 ·�∧u� respectively. We see that the latter correctly re-
produces the overall sound field �see Fig. 5 for comparison�.
In particular the characteristic directive lobes are well repro-
duced when the contribution of 	u�
 is included in the
analogy prediction. So it is shown here that the term 1
�	u�
�, which was not important in the temporal mixing
layer, is here instrumental, although it is very weak in the
source domain. Being the product of the momentum vector
by the dilatation gradient, it can be viewed as an acoustic
transport term, and accounts for sound-flow interactions
which are contained in the Lighthill source term.

The subterms 2 and 3 �	
2 and 2
u�	 respectively�
were already shown �see Fig. 4� to have negligible contribu-
tions to the radiated field. Additionally, a strong cancellation
arises between the contributions of the subterms 9 and 10
�u · ���	�u and u � �	 :�u� and as it can be thus expected,
the contribution of these terms is unimportant in the sound
production �see Fig. 7�f��.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An optimized method has been developed for the com-
putation of retarded-time integrals. It is presented using an
algorithmic formalism, describing how the loops involved
are organized, in order to show its advantage with respect to
other more intuitive algorithms. The first and second algo-
rithms introduced in algorithms 1 and 2, respectively, may be
useful in the case of small quantities of source data and few
observer locations, while the present optimization concerns
the evaluation of the acoustic field on an observer grid, thus
involving a large number of source-observer distances which
cannot be stored in a local variable.

An iterative ring-guided procedure is proposed �see al-
gorithm 3 and Fig. 1� which recursively searches observer
points where the contribution of a given source point must be
added once both the emission and reception time are fixed.
Such a procedure appeared about 40 times faster than the
second algorithm, in the simulations tested here. It still has

not been developed for moving sources or observers, but it
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can be used for all kinds of retarded-time integrals, such as
volume sources in Lighthill-like formalisms as well as sur-
face sources in Kirchhoff-like wave extrapolation methods. It
keeps the advanced time principle allowing an acoustic pre-
diction parallel to the flow simulation and an easy connection

FIG. 7. Fluctuating pressure fields resulting from �a� summed contributions
+4� and 7, �c� summed contributions of subterms �68+4� and subterms 5
+68+7, �f� summed contributions of subterms 1+4+5+68+7+9+10.
with usual CFD tools.
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The CPU-time reduction obtained with this algorithm
allows the application of an analysis methodology based on a
Lighthill source term decomposition, for the study of sound
production by a spatially evolving mixing-layer. The acoustic
field-image of each subterm of the decomposition was com-

riving source subterms �68+4�, �b� summed contributions of subterms �68
. �d� the subterm 1 alone; �e� summed contributions of subterms 1+4+5
of d
and 7
puted while the number of source elements is relatively
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large. Each contribution was compared with the radiation of
the complete Lighthill source term, considering both the
acoustic power and the orientation of the wavefronts which
can be visualized in the acoustic fields. The latter showed
two interesting physical results: first, the noise generated by
the mixing-layer is the result of a balance between the in-
compressible “driving terms” based on vorticity and kinetic
energy and their compressible counterparts, which generate
sound cancellation downstream the pairing region; second,
the acoustic pattern is strongly influenced by the subterm
	u�
. This fact is noteworthy since this term has no sig-
nificant contribution in the case of a temporally evolving
mixing-layer flow.13 In the present spatially evolving flow,
sound-flow interactions included in the Lighthill source can
be responsible for the significant role played by this acoustic
transport term.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF THE RING-GUIDED
PROCEDURE COST

Hereafter, the detail of the estimation given by �9� is
provided. The analytical derivation is a difficult task while it
will exhibit numerous cases depending on how the source
and observer grids are staggered. However, it is possible to
extract the general idea of the procedure in the present ap-
plication without loss of generality.

1. Single source point

First, the output of the procedure is studied in the case of
a single source point radiating in a quarter-plan of the ob-
server domain. For one source point, the simulation is run in
time, meaning that, as k is increasing, circles of decreasing
radius, centered on the source, are scanned �see Fig. 1 and
Section III A for the definition of r1 and r2�, and the number
of observer points is counted for each ring or time-step. The
result is plotted in Fig. 8�a� for �=�xo /c0�ts=4. The num-
ber of points found either inside or outside the ring by the
procedure, is reported. The total number of points tested by
the procedure is also plotted.

By construction of the procedure, as soon as it gets into
the annular region, it moves to the next observer coordinate
�see Fig. 1�. Thus, whatever �, the number of points located
inside is equal to the number of observer steps contained in
this radius, that is r1 /�xo. It is observed that the total number
of tested points is a linear function of r1 /�xo, with a coeffi-
cient of about 3.1 which does not depend on �. Though little
dispersion is noted due to the discrete character of the topol-
ogy, the evolution of the number of points located on the
ring, or outside it, is also linear. The coefficients depend on
the value of �, however. They are plotted in Fig. 8�b�. Large
values of � mean the thickness of the ring is small with

respect to the observer grid step �see Fig. 1�. Consequently,
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the probability of finding a point on the ring is small, and the
fraction of tested points located outside is high.

Provided the whole quarter-ring is contained by the ob-
server domain, the trends and the linear coefficients reported
above do not depend on the exact location of the source point
inside the observer grid. With this single source point case, it
is shown how the CPU-time will be linked to �: if � is small,
there is less waste in testing observer points located outside
the ring.

The parameter � can also be viewed as the ratio of the
number of time steps by source period to the number of
observer grid steps by the corresponding acoustic wave-
length. For example, at a given frequency, if the correspond-
ing source period is described by around 100 time steps, and
if the corresponding wavelength is described by around 10
listener points, the resulting value of � will be around 10,
assuming a low subsonic flow �i.e., same sound speed in all
directions�.

2. Real source and observer domains

The single source case with only whole quarter-rings
does not take into account that, in a real prediction, the rings
can be truncated at the boundaries. This happens for large

FIG. 8. Single source point test case. �a� Account of observer points con-
cerned by the procedure marching as a function of the ring radius ��
=�xo /c0�ts=4�. �b� Dependency on � of proportionality ratios between the
number of points located on the ring, or outside it, and the ring radius
r1 /�xo.
radii, or when the source point is located close to a boundary.
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However, NRING�r1� can be defined as the summation on ev-
ery source point of the observer points enclosed by the ring,
or truncated ring, centered on this source point and for a
given interior radius r1. NTEST�r1� is defined as the total num-
ber of tested points for this radius—timestep. With these
definitions, it can be seen in Fig. 9�a�, for every r1 involved
in the test configuration described in Section IV C, that the
number of tested points remains proportional to the number
of points on the ring. �The shape of the curves are explained
as follows: for high radii, only pairs having these extreme
distances are involved and the rings are highly truncated,
thus NRING is small; for low radii, almost all the source terms
radiate on whole rings, but then, the number of observer
points in a ring is low because it is proportional to the radius,
as for the single source point case�.

Also, the CPU-time required by a time—or radius—step
is proportional to these numbers. Finally, no dependency is
noted of the proportionality ratios on source grid refinement.
However, the ratios depend on �, as visible in Fig. 9�b�
where CPU-time per time—radius—step is plotted as a func-
tion of NRING for five observer grids and a given source grid.

FIG. 9. �a� CPU-time and accounts of observer points concerned by the
procedure marching as a function of the ring radius, for real source and
observer domains, with different source grids. �b� CPU-time by ring step as
a function of the number of �source-observer� pairs of which distance is
between r1 and r2. Each symbol corresponds to a source file time step, that
is an entire value of �x−y� /c0�ts.
Figure 9�b� suggests there exists a such as:
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T�k� = a��� � NRING�k� ,

where T�k� is the CPU-time in minutes demanded by the kth

radius step. Consequently, the total time of the prediction
will be given by:

TRING = 	
k=1

Nts

T�k� = a��� � Nxo � Nys.

Indeed, the prediction of an acoustic field-image re-
quires the collection, at each observer point, of the contribu-
tion of all the source points. A given source point radiates
only once in time at a given observer point. That is why the
summation of the NRING always results in Nxo�Nys.

For all the test cases made at Nys=4.06�105, the coef-
ficient a is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of �, and exhibits
a linear dependence. The regression procedure provides the
coefficients given in formula �9�.
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